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Lingering Over the Hate and Denial in Response to a Letter to White America   
 
Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America, by George 
Yancy (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2018 – $19.95 [hardcover], ISBN: 978-1-5381-
4045-7, xiv+147 pp.; 4 chapters, notes, index, about the author). 
 
Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America urges 
white readers to suspend their belief in a postracial America and to resist disassociating 
themselves from a social system that violently suppresses Black Americans. The inspiration for 
the book came from author George Yancy’s 2015 letter published in The New York Times titled 
“Dear White America”1 and the immense feedback that he received as a response to that letter. 
Much of it was hateful or from those in denial.   
The introduction to Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in 
America begins with six utterances of the n-word, in order to give readers a sense of the 
intensity of the response Yancy received after “Dear White America.” Yancy articulates the risk 
of engaging in this project as a philosopher because of what he notes to be “philosophy’s 
penchant for conceptual abstraction.”2 Yancy argues, however, that the imperative for his work is 
to have white readers recognize how their social privilege and mobility comes at a cost—paid for 
with Black lives and the suppression of Black voices. Yancy eschews easy solutions and as such 
he describes how sharing readers’ responses with his students at Emory University forever 
changed them both and complicated the presumably safe academic space that they shared.  
In Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America 
Chapter One reprints Yancy’s original Times letter, “Dear White America.” Yancy couches his 
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letter as a gift that is hard to bear because, first, he asks white readers to sit with and ponder how 
they perpetuate racism.  At the same time, he cautions them not to rush to pay penance with 
displays of guilt and/or claims to being “good” or “liberal.” Yancy models this when he takes 
account of, and responsibility for, his own sexism by virtue of his participation in a system that 
allows him, as a male, to benefit from sex privilege over women.  Yancy argues, “I’m asking for 
you to tarry, to linger, with the ways in which you perpetuate a racist society, the ways in which 
you are racist.”3 Yancy clarifies that a gift similar to his letter, given in love, resulted in Dr. 
Martin Luther King’s murder. What Yancy alludes to here is how, even though Dr. King’s fight 
for racial equality advocated peaceful protest, non-violent resistance, and was propelled by his 
love for others, that he still paid for this message (i.e., his gift to humanity) with his life at an 
assassin’s hand.  In effect, Yancy wants white readers to adopt a split consciousness and regard 
the Black Americans whose lives are sacrificed for white comfort/freedom as though they were 
their own children.  
In Chapter Two, “Dear N[…] Professor,” Yancy directs that the chapter not be taken as a 
racism spectacle, as he cites the violence and epithets of the readers of his letter, but instead as a 
means for viewing the historic and normative structures of racism reflected in the letters he 
shares. Yancy deconstructs the frequent use of the n word in the letters he cites noting how it is a 
word historically used to render groups as static, unchanging, and non-white. Backlash: What 
Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America examines the illogic of white 
respondents who blame Yancy for both racial supremacy and for his own subjugation. When 
examining sexually violent feedback, Yancy rightly articulates the history of violence directed at 
Black Americans based upon imagined sexual threats in the white imagination. However, 
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Yancy’s discussion of comments of sexual malediction needs to further develop how 
unexamined homophobia is used in the perpetuation of racism.    
In Chapter Three, “Risking the White Self,” Yancy both diagrams the scope of white 
privilege and counters the arguments meant to protect that privilege. Yancy notes that the racism 
he targets in Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America and, 
in his preceding letter, does not necessitate that one be a racial supremacist in order to be racist. 
Also for Yancy, to be racist requires that you benefit from race privilege, not that you ask for this 
privilege, for the fact that race privilege does not have to be requested speaks to its stealth. 
Similarly, Yancy disassociates issues of offense from issues of veracity when tackling his 
opponents’ frequent claims that, “Calling someone racist is name calling.”4 
In Chapter Four, “Accepting the Gift,” Yancy expounds upon the message of his original 
letter earlier in Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America. 
There are two important insights from this chapter.  First is that accepting the gift in his message 
is not to be done in the spirit of lauding oneself for helping to save Black Americans. Secondly, 
admitting to one’s racism is not the same as taking pride in one’s confession. Accepting the gift 
that Yancy offers in these ways is just a continued perpetuation of the racist system. Yancy’s 
framing of his message as a gift to readers reminds me of rhetoricians Sonja Foss and Cindy 
Griffin’s work on invitational rhetoric, which they define as “an invitation to understanding as a 
means to create a relationship rooted in equality, immanent value, and self–determination.”5 The 
chapter ends with 30 final letter excerpts, without additional comment by Yancy, from of white 
readers who accepted the gift. 
Perhaps it is these excerpts—or the lack of comment on them—that Cornel West 
references when he argues in the forward to the book, “My major challenge to Yancy’s powerful 
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and insightful text is that we get only small glimpses of what white maturity or white courage 
looks like.”6 However, having the work focus more on acts of white maturity or courage might 
shift the focus of the work to emphasizing whites’ efforts in unpacking their own racism and 
therefore shift the focus of the book away from the human cost.  
Readers who accept Yancy’s gift of awareness of their own racism might also find 
themselves searching for more answers about how to mindfully approach countering their own 
racism in daily life via word and action after reading this book. Yancy provides a starting place 
when he explores models of how to risk and how not to risk the white self in Chapter Three, 
“Risking the White Self.” However, Gina Zanolini Morrison notes in her research of a 
predominantly white campus community that the onus often fell to individuals of color who, 
either reluctantly or willingly, had to explain their culture to white peers.7 So in light of 
Morrison’s research perhaps Yancy’s gift should be taken with the caveat that those who wish to 
accept it must also accept responsibility for educating themselves beyond this book on what it 
means to own such a gift, rather than have Yancy provide readers with all the answers to their 
questions about (i.e., the owner’s manual).  
Backlash: What Happens When We Talk Honestly about Race in America urges 
readers to understand that interrogating one’s own racism is an ongoing, disquieting, and 
necessary process and not an occasion for self-congratulation. George Yancy is currently a 
professor of philosophy at Emory University and a Montgomery Fellow at Dartmouth College. 
Yancy has authored, edited, and co-edited a total of eighteen books. Readers of this work might 
also want to read Yancy’s 2017 book Black Bodies, White Gazes: The Continuing 
Significance of Race in America8 where he further delves into the human cost of racism, white 
privilege, and the white gaze for African-Americans today.  
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